
Pagination Links tab
Related Topics

Tiki Themes
Overview

Use this tab to specify how Tiki displays pagination in lists.

To Access
From the Look and Feel Admin page, click the Pagination Links tab.

Option Description Default

Use relative (next / previous) pagination
links

Enabled

Use direct pagination links Enabled

Maximum number of links around the
current item

2 links

Maximum number of links after the first
or before the last item

0 links

Display 'First' and 'Last' links if set, will display 'first' and 'last' links on
pages

Enabled

Display "fast-forward" links Display "fast-forward" links (to advance 10
percent of the total number of pages)

Enabled

Hide pagination when there is only one
page

Don't display pagination on single pages. Enabled

Use Icons Enabled

Maximum users in drop-down lists Use jQuery autocomplete text input to
prevent out-of-memory errors and
performance issues when the user list is very
large.

50 users

Maximum number of records in listings 25 records

Object selector threshold Number of records after which the object
selectors will request searching instead of
selecting from a list.

250 records

Object selector search field Field or (comma separated) fields to search
when filtering in an object selector. e.g.
"content" (default "title")

Title

Number of comments per page 25
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Option Description Default

Use relative (next / previous)
pagination links

Enabled

Use direct pagination links Enabled

Maximum number of links around
the current item

2 links



Option Description Default

Maximum number of links after the
first or before the last item

0 links

Display 'First' and 'Last' links if set, will display 'first' and 'last' links on pages Enabled

Display "fast-forward" links Display "fast-forward" links (to advance 10
percent of the total number of pages)

Enabled

Hide pagination when there is only
one page

Don't display pagination on single pages. Enabled

Use Icons Enabled

Maximum users in drop-down lists Use jQuery autocomplete text input to prevent
out-of-memory errors and performance issues
when the user list is very large.

50 users

Maximum number of records in
listings

25 records

Object selector threshold Number of records after which the object
selectors will request searching instead of
selecting from a list.

250 records

Object selector search field Field or (comma separated) fields to search when
filtering in an object selector. e.g. "content"
(default "title")

Title

Object Selectors Events Trigger ready.object_selector events when Object
Selectors have been loaded.

Disabled

Number of comments per page 25
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